
Three-Way Test

of utterances:

Is it true? Is it necessary? Is it kind?

I first heard of this three-way test as an Arabian proverb. There are to be three guardians (apparently in the vicinity of
one's mouth) guarding three gates, standing in the way of a statement. Before actually uttering the statement, it has to
pass each gate. The guardian at the first gate asks: "Is it true?" The second, "Is it necessary?" The third: "Is it kind?"

This three-way test has been attributed to many "authorities" and/or spiritual leaders, including Buddha and Socrates.
A pretty good match comes from the Indian guru Sai Baba, who seems to have proposed a 4-way test (not the same as
the Rotary Club's). It seems that the best fit comes from two different children's poems, cited below.

It makes sense that there would be a lot of overlap. With a little thinking and life experience, it is pretty easy to see the
deficiencies of a binary test or ethos like this:

Don't say a thing unless it's incontrovertibly and objectively true.
Is it factually true? Then blurt it out, maintain it, stridently proclaim it, spread it around. Whenever, however,
and to whomever you want.

The first maxim fails quite badly, for example, when comforting a person, telling a lady she "looks fine" after an
injury or other traumatic event, or reassuring a child; for example praising them for a performance or art work. The
second maxim, which I have known people to actually follow, can create a lot of harm, for example by violating
confidences and privacy.

Here are some articles about variants of this three-way test.

"If you propose to speak, always ask yourself, is it true, is it necessary, is it kind?"

Bodhipaksa
Fake Buddha Quotes
August 15, 2012 

A reader called Elaine wrote with the following message:

A friend shared this on facebook.

If you propose to speak, always ask yourself, is it true, is it necessary, is it kind." ~ Buddha

Googling brings up tons of hits but none with a pointer to the sutra being referenced. Love your site!
Elaine

I appreciated Elaine's kind comments. I've been touched by how many people have expressed appreciation for what I'm
doing here.

So anyway, this one's very "meta" because one wonders how many people ask themselves, before sharing it, whether
it's true or not. Ahem!

Actually, the quote, on the face of it, is entirely within the spirit and letter of the Buddha's teachings, but I believed it
was a paraphrase and not an actual quote from the scriptures. It's a bit too neat, for one thing. And for another, it



includes only three out of the standard four (or five) guidelines for speech, which are that speech should be true, kind,
helpful, conducive to harmony, and (and this is sometimes omitted) spoken at the right time.

Here is a canonical quote on right speech:

"Monks, a statement endowed with five factors is well-spoken, not ill-spoken. It is blameless & unfaulted
by knowledgeable people. Which five?

"It is spoken at the right time. It is spoken in truth. It is spoken affectionately. It is spoken beneficially. It
is spoken with a mind of good-will.

"A statement endowed with these five factors is well-spoken, not ill-spoken. It is blameless & unfaulted
by knowledgeable people."

Here's another quotation from the suttas.

"Monks, speech endowed with four characteristics is well-spoken, not poorly spoken - faultless & not to
be faulted by the wise. Which four? There is the case where a monk says only what is well-spoken, not
what is poorly spoken; only what is just, not what is unjust; only what is endearing, not what is
unendearing; only what is true, not what is false. Speech endowed with these four characteristics is well-
spoken, not poorly spoken - faultless & not to be faulted by the wise."

You'll notice that the style is less streamlined and less polished than in our suspect quote, and there are four or five
guidelines mentioned, never just three. But this still seemed like it might be a partial paraphrase of a genuine quote.

In fact here's another canonical quote, which I thought for a while might be the verses that were paraphrased:

And what other five conditions must be established in himself [i.e. a bhikkhu who desires to admonish
another]?

"Do I speak at the right time, or not? Do I speak of facts, or not? Do I speak gently or harshly? Do I
speak profitable words or not? Do I speak with a kindly heart, or inwardly malicious?"

Again, there are the full five criteria...

I had begun to convinced myself that the quote was a slightly clumsy and incomplete paraphrase of that last quotation,
but I dug a little deeper, and was glad I did, because I tracked the quote back to a book of Victorian poems! It's from
"Miscellaneous Poems," by Mary Ann Pietzker, published in 1872 by Griffith and Farran of London (at the "corner of
St. Paul's Churchyard").

"Is It True? Is It Necessary? Is It Kind? is actually the title of one of her poems. Here it is:

"Is It True? Is It Necessary? Is It Kind?

Oh! Stay, dear child, one moment stay,
   Before a word you speak,
That can do harm in any way
   To the poor, or to the weak;
And never say of any one
   What you'd not have said of you,
Ere you ask yourself the question,
   "Is the accusation true?"

And if 'tis true, for I suppose
   You would not tell a lie;
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Before the failings you expose
   Of friend or enemy:
Yet even then be careful, very;
   Pause and your words well weigh,
And ask it it be necessary,
   What you're about to say.

And should it necessary be,
   At least you deem it so,
Yet speak not unadvisedly
   Of friend or even foe,
Till in your secret soul you seek
   For some excuse to find;
And ere the thoughtless word you speak,
   Ask yourself, "Is it kind?"

When you have ask'd these questions three - 
   True, - Necessary, - Kind, - 
Ask'd them in all sincerity,
   I think that you will find,
It is not hardship to obey
   The command of our Blessed Lord, - 
No ill of any man to say;
   No, not a single word.

So the finding of this source moves the quote from being suspect to being definitely a Fake Buddha Quote.

Source: http://www.fakebuddhaquotes.com/if-you-propose-to-speak-always-ask-yourself-is-it-true-is-it-necessary-is-
it-kind/

Is it true? Is it kind? Is it necessary?

by Wee Mama
Daily Kos
May 23, 2012

My best friend when I was small was a Friend. Her parents were birthright Quakers active in prison reform and
nuclear disarmament. As a child I saw the homelier side of Quaker practice - the silent meetings, the delicious treats at
the annual bazaar and an early introduction to the three-fold sieve.

THE THREE SIEVES

A LITTLE boy one day ran indoors from school and called out eagerly: "Oh, mother, what do you think
of Tom Jones? I have just heard that - - " 
"Wait a minute, my boy. Have you put what you have heard through the three sieves before you tell it to
me?" 
"Sieves, mother! What do you mean?" 
"Well, the first sieve is called Truth. Is it true?" 
"Well, I don't really know, but Bob Brown said that Charlie told him that Tom - - " 
"That's very roundabout. What about the second sieve - Kindness. Is it kind?" 
"Kind! No, I can't say it is kind." 
"Now the third sieve - Necessity. Will it go through that? Must you tell this tale?" 
"No, mother, I need not repeat it." 
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"Well, then, my boy, if it is not necessary, not kind, and perhaps not true, let the story die."

The version above is from The Children's Story Garden, stories collected by a committee of the Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting in 1920. Other versions you may encounter include  the Four Way Test "of the things we think, say or do"
that Rotarians ask: "Is it truth? Is it fair? Will it be beneficial to all concerned?" Google turns up many links for it to
the guru Sai Baba in this form, "Before you speak, ask yourself: Is it kind, is it necessary, is it true, does it improve on
the silence?" It probably entered the public realm though through a poem called "Three Gates" written in 1835 by Beth
Day and said to be "after the Arabian":

If you are tempted to reveal 
A tale to you someone has told 
About another, make it pass 
Before you speak, three gates of gold. 
These narrow gates: First, "is it true?" 
Then, "is it needful?" In your mind 
Give truthful answer.  And the next 
Is last and narrowest, "Is it kind?" 
And if to reach your lips at last 
It passes through these gateways three, 
Then you may tell the tale, nor fear, 
What result of speech may be.

This three-fold filter is also attributed to the Sufis, perhaps an indirect source of the poem. A Unitarian sermon on this
develops the specific applications in detail, as does this yoga meditation. (Let's Be Honest, about half-way down)

I would probably make a poor Friend. My imagination is too ready to come up with hypotheticals where it might be
kind and necessary to say something untrue, or something unkind might nonetheless be both true and needful. Even
with this wiggle room, though, my hunch is that if each and every one of us would at least ask ourselves these three
questions before posting something, there would be multiple benefits.

[Editor's note: In the above, the author doesn't quite get the Rotary 4-way test right. See below for the actual Rotary
4-way test.]

Source: http://www.dailykos.com/story/2012/05/23/1092850/-Is-it-true-Is-it-kind-Is-it-necessary

Before You Gossip, Ask Yourself This ...

By Jeffrey Zaslow
The Wall Street Journal
Jan. 6, 2010

Wendy Fandl sees a lot of children growing up without a lot of guidance. They say harsh and hurtful things about each
other, and the words come too easily. Encouraged by the snarkiness in pop culture today, they seem more sarcastic
than past generations.

"Kids are struggling," says Ms. Fandl, who oversees an after-school program at Community Presbyterian Church in
Delhi, Calif. "They're looking for answers."

Instead of answers, however, Ms. Fandl offers them questions.

She suggests that before they say something to or about someone else, they should ask themselves: "Is it kind? Is it
true? Is it necessary?"

These three questions have been around for centuries, attributed to Socrates and Buddhist teachings, and linked to the
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tenets of Christianity and the Jewish prohibition on "lashon hara," or evil language. But now, in an age of cultural
shrillness and unrestrained rumor-mongering on the Internet, these three questions (or variations of them) are finding
new adherents. In schools, workplaces, churches, therapy groups - and at kitchen tables - the questions are being used
to temper one of the uglier human impulses.

In Hartford, Conn., Trinity College recently held an event at which students and faculty discussed derogatory language
and the power behind the kind/true/necessary mantra. In Chicago, Empower Public Relations issued a company-wide
ban on gossip, firing three employees who violated the policy in 2007. In Boulder, Colo., Samuel Avital, a well-known
mime artist who studied with Marcel Marceau, incorporates into his performances and teachings the idea that every
word we utter should pass through "three gates," each with a gatekeeper asking ... well, you know the three questions.

"It's an outgrowth of the golden rule," says Elizabeth Ketcham, a Unitarian Universalist minister on Whidbey Island,
Wash. She is saddened by gossip that spread across the island recently damaging the reputation of a former parishioner.
In an upcoming sermon, she plans to talk to her congregation about the concept of kind/true/necessary. "And I'm going
to admit that I have not always abided by those words," she says.

Though it is gaining traction, this antigossip push can sound quaint, especially in a nation that nonchalantly lost
millions of hours in productivity last month chattering about Tiger Woods. But kind/true/necessary proponents say that
the very pervasiveness of trash talk makes it even more imperative that we deal with the issue.

"Gossip is high stakes in the Internet age," says Sam Chapman, the CEO of Empower, the public-relations agency that
banned gossip. "It's emotionally lethal. It's leading to suicides." He tells other corporate executives: "A fish rots from
the head down. If you stop gossip in your own life and bring it to the attention of your community, then people will
follow your leadership."

WordsCanHeal.org, an advocacy group created to combat "verbal violence," has amassed a long list of well-known
advisers, including Tom Cruise, John McCain and Barry Diller. The group asks all of us to take a pledge that includes
the following: "I will try to replace words that hurt with words that encourage, engage and enrich."

This message is also taught, along with the three questions, at St. Joseph's Episcopal School in Boynton Beach, Fla.
"It's always around fifth grade when students start calling each other names," says Mary Aperavich, director of
admissions. As part of a campaign against gossiping, students made tiles for the school's courtyard, spelling out the
words "No Gossip."

Young people especially are at greater risk today of being damaged by gossip, given the growth of Web sites where
students leave cruel, anonymous postings about their peers.

"In the past, what took the sting out of gossip was that it was impermanent, localized and would disappear with fading
memories," says Daniel Solove, a professor at George Washington University Law School. "Now gossip is everywhere
and permanent because the Internet doesn't forget."

Years ago, people who were picked on or gossiped about in high school could graduate, move away and start fresh.
"These days, the gossip follows them. It's online forever," says Prof. Solove, who wrote a book entitled "The Future of
Reputation: Gossip, Rumor and Privacy on the Internet."

Given the times we live in, he says it can't hurt to reinforce in our children the need to ask: "Is it kind? True?
Necessary?" But he suspects that "we can't make people nicer. So we need to keep pushing legal consequences." He
advocates the strengthening of laws against Internet irresponsibility, arguing that the specter of being sued is the best
weapon to slow down malicious gossip.

Other academics also question the potency, and even the legitimacy, of the kind/true/necessary mantra. Efforts to stifle
gossip may be naive and limiting, says Susan Hafen, a professor of communication at Weber State University in
Ogden, Utah. In her research, she has found that workplace gossip often serves a positive function. For instance, it
helps people conform: When we gossip about someone who got fired, we learn what happens to people who break the
rules.
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At the same time, gossip is a social interaction. "Is it kind? Is it necessary? Those are good questions," says Dr. Hafen.
"But it would be a boring world if we always had to tiptoe around, being kind. For one thing, we wouldn't be able to
tell any jokes."

More seriously, she says, prohibiting gossip that isn't "kind" may be a way of "avoiding unpleasantness, of fence-
sitting, of not rocking the boat. If we only tell kind stories about people, then we may be avoiding holding people
responsible for their actions."

Concert flutist Linda Chatterton acknowledges this argument, but says she sees only positives in embracing the
concept of kind/true/necessary in both her personal and professional life. She teaches flute students near her home in
Minneapolis, and when she has to criticize their performances, she tries to be mindful of her own motivation.

"A lot of professional musicians haven't had great teachers," she says. "I want to make sure that I'm being helpful and
supportive, while giving honest feedback." In certain ways, she says, there's a link between gossiping and
inappropriate teaching. "When people gossip, they're jockeying for social position at the expense of those they're
talking about. There are teachers who try to tear other people down in order to build themselves up. I try not to
criticize unnecessarily just to make myself feel better."

Some people say they supplement the kind/true/necessary questions with other "filters": Is it hurtful? Is it fair? Is it
useful? Is it harmless? Will it improve on the silence?

As for myself, I've never forgotten a letter I once received from a reader, who told me about going to a dance when
she was a teen. "My mother was waiting for me when I came home," she wrote. "But instead of telling her I had a
great time, I regaled her with a scathing description of some incredible nerd who'd tried to dance with me. In essence,
I said that this guy had a lot of nerve to expect anyone to dance with a person as weird and ugly as he was.

"When I finished my tirade, my mom said, 'You know, this boy you find ugly and weird is some mother's pride and
joy. She waited for him to come home, just like I waited for you, hoping to hear he'd had a nice time at the dance. But
when he came home, she saw his face, she knew someone hurt him, and it broke her heart. So the next time a boy asks
you to dance, before you turn him down or make fun of him, just remember: Every boy is some mother's son.' "

The reader said she posted her mom's words in her college dorm, and she and her friends recited them before they
went out. "It was a lesson in compassion," she said. "Treat everyone the way your mother would want everyone to
treat you."

Yes, we may need stronger laws to curb Internet gossip. We may need leaders who can advocate for cultural restraint.
But in the meantime, it can't hurt to keep certain phrases and questions in our minds, nudging us toward kindness.

Write to Jeffrey Zaslow at jeffrey.zaslow@wsj.com

Source: http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748704160504574640111681307026

The Rotary 4-way test

Herbert J. Taylor was a businessman who took over an aluminum company in the 1930s, attempting to save it from
bankruptcy. The first thing he decided to do was to set an ethical standard. As he explained in his book*: 

The first job was to set policies for the company that would reflect the high ethics and morals God would
want in any business. If the people who worked for Club Aluminum were to think right, I knew they
would do right. What we needed was a simple, easily remembered guide to right conduct - a sort of ethical
yardstick - which all of us in the company could memorize and apply to what we thought, said and did.

I searched through many books for the answer to our need, but the right phrases eluded me, so I did what I
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often do when I have a problem I can't answer myself: I turn to the One who has all the answers. I leaned
over my desk, rested my head in my hands and prayed. After a few moments, I looked up and reached for
a white paper card. Then I wrote down the twenty-four words that had come to me:

Is it the truth?
Is it fair to all concerned?
Will it build goodwill and better friendships?
Will it be beneficial to all concerned?

I called it "The Four-Way Test" of the things we think, say or do.

To make sure that the test would be acceptable to persons of different religious beliefs, Taylor discussed it with his
four department heads: a Roman Catholic, a Christian Scientist, a Jew, and a Presbyterian. He then announced it, and
cites examples of using it: discouraging salespersons from selling dealers more merchandise to dealers than they could
profitably sell; resolving vendor disputes in a win-win fashion; and making sure that creditors were paid in full.

Taylor eventually became president of the Rotary Club of Chicago (in 1938) and later (in 1954-1955) of Rotary
International. He gave the Four-Way Test to Rotary and traveled the world promoting the use of the test.

*Taylor, Herbert J. The Herbert J. Taylor Story. Downers Grove, Illinois: Intervarsity Press, 1968.
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